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Cast of Characters

(Iru Order of Appearance)

(stage manager) Jodi Carson

Wes Neskora
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"Gerry" (director) Josh Kaspar

Henry (Lord Dudley). .... Thontas Linn

P olly ( Lady M argare\ ........................M e lis s a l'{ e ub au e r

"SmiW" (Doris the Maid)

Saul (Doctor Rex Forbes)

.........AbigailRenner 
]

Billy (Stephen Sellers).. .Gabe Adamek

Violet (Diana Lassiter) Morgan Meyer

Louise (soundllight technician)...... CurmenAppelt

"Iodi Carson, Bobby Kneiful

Pianist and Publicity ..Irene Cerny,I)isne Lott

Lights and $ound......... ...... Jim Wirukenwerder

Set DesignlConstruction....... Josh Kas,

Bill Matthys, David Kaspar

Costwmes............. ...Patti Morales,losh Kaspar
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Special Thanks
The Gaslight Theatre owes an everiasting thank you
to all the volunteers lvho help this wonderful theatre

survive from year to year. Without their dedication, it
would struggle to continue putting a season together

for everyone to enjoy. It is a great deal of hard work. I
salute all of you who give your time and talents in so

many ways. To our young people, who dare to try...you
are our future and we thank you for giving your time.

Thanks to all our Shiner businesses who are happy to
help us in anyway, whenever asked. We have a very
special place here in Shiner. A final thank you goes to

ur patrons who come to have fun and come to every

support of our ttle theatre. . ..Josh Kaspar
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Matthys, Carmen Appelt
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3, 74, 75, 2A, 27, 22, 25, 27, 28, 29
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